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INTRODUCTION

The oldest Middle European monuments (approx. 
4850/4750 – 4550/4500 BC) were presented in the Lower 
Austrian County Exhibition at Heldenberg in 2005 (Daim 
& Neubauer, 2005). h e Middle Neolithic circular ditch 
systems, or Kreisgrabenanlagen (KGA), are known all over 
Middle Europe. h ese wooden monuments form a fi rst 
pan-European phenomenon, crossing the cultural borders 
defi ned by the archaeological material record. One third of 
the approx. 135 monuments known so far are found in the 
eastern federal states of Austria. All known Austrian KGAs 
have been magnetically prospected by the Team Archeo 
Prospections® in 2003 and 2004, in preparation for the exhi-
bition mentioned above. h e acquired magnetic data were 
combined with aerial photographs, digital terrain models, 
cadastral maps etc. by means of a GIS for the subsequent 
combined archaeological interpretation and archiving. h is 
digital archive, a comprehensive and comparable database 
existing so far only for the KGA’s of Lower Austria, is now 
being used for the ongoing project ASTROSIM. 

ASTRONOMICAL ASPECTS OF KGAS

Contrary to more recent megalithic monuments like 
Stonehenge, the continental wooden KGAs are not preser-

ved in the landscape. But as soon as the fi rst maps were 
available, the KGAs became subject of archaeo-astronomical 
considerations. h e main interest was set on the orientation 
of the entrances (Weber, 1986; Becker, 1996; Karlovský, 
1999; Karlovský & Pavúk, 2002). Ritual sky observations 
have been proposed most notably by Becker (1996) who 
based his analysis on magnetograms which indicated that the 
entrances of the Bavarian KGAs are oriented towards rising 
or setting points of the Sun at the solstices. According to 
the fi rst investigations in 2003-2004 of selected monuments 
in Lower Austria, solar alignments of entrances could be 
verifi ed for several KGAs with a higher degree of detail and 
reliability than the previous approaches. In addition, due 
to the availability of comparable data from the systematic 
archaeological prospection of a large group of monuments, 
a new hypothesis concerning stellar orientation of entrances 
has been proposed (Zotti, in Daim and Neubauer, 2005). 

h e new project ASTROSIM (supported by the Austrian 
Science Fund, FWF P21208-G19) is aiming towards an 
even more detailed and comprehensive scientifi c analysis of 
the archaeo-astronomical aspects of the KGAs in Middle 
Europe. h e main objective is to verify the existing hypo-
theses on the astronomical aspects of the monuments by 
investigating solar, stellar and lunar celestial positions at 
phenomenological key dates in the reconstructed Middle 
Neolithic sky, including the horizon and atmospheric phe-
nomena. Such studies require both an accurate survey of the 
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archaeological features and the local horizon, and knowledge 
of the astronomical processes and the solar, lunar, and stellar 
positions of respective periods in the past. Not every entrance 
was necessarily intended to be aligned towards some rising 
or setting point of a certain celestial object. However, the 
frequency distribution in a histogram of the orientations of 
the entrances and palisade gaps leading into the interior of 
the monuments shows respective peaks for some directions 
easily connected to astronomically signifi cant directions 
(Fig. 3). Furthermore, it was already possible to propose an 
interpretation for a few of these detected peaks. 

SOLAR ORIENTATIONS

For the directions associated with the Sun, the most 
obvious peaks are near azimuth 127° (sunrise at Winter 
solstice) and south of 115° (sunrise at Candlemas/All-Saints-
Day), thus marking middle and start/end of a “Winter” 
season centered around the Winter solstice (Fig. 1). h e 
Middle Neolithic “Summer” appears to be marked mostly 
with begin and end dates in only a few KGAs, while even 

less palisade gaps appear to point towards the direction of 
the summer solstice.

However, it seems evident that not only solar directions 
played a role in the orientations of KGAs. While our data 
currently do not off er a clear connection to lunar standstill 
risings or settings, there are two strong peaks where the sun 
rises or sets at “insignifi cant” dates of the year, and two less 
conspicuous peaks near the north and south, which the sun 
cannot reach.

STELLAR ORIENTATIONS

h e short and well-known epoch of the KGAs allowed us 
also to investigate possible stellar orientations, and indeed, 
around 4700 BC, there have been two very conspicuous 
objects rising respectively setting at the directions of the stron-
gest peaks in the histogram: the Pleiades star cluster (rising 
towards 105-108°) and the bright star Antares in Scorpius 
(setting near 275-279°). Moreover, the events of the rising 
Pleiades and setting Antares took place almost simultaneously 
(Fig. 2). Further investigation led to the conclusion that the 

Figure 1: Kreisgrabenanlage Steinabrunn in Lower Austria: Magnetogram (left), and archaeological interpretation map 
(center). h e right panel shows a simulated virtual view through the southeast entrance along a radial ditch pointing 
towards a hill where the Sun rises at “begin” (early November) and “end” (early February) of “Winter”.

Figure 2: KGA Immendorf. In the virtual reconstruction combined with astronomical software, the Pleiades star cluster 
rises as seen through the southeast entrance (right), while Antares sets as seen through the north-west entrance (left). 
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Pleiades’ heliacal rising at that time took place just after spring 
equinox. h e Pleiades have been observed by many cultu-
res worldwide in connection with seasons and agriculture, 
although a star cluster like the Pleiades, which consists of dim 
stars, cannot be observed very low on the horizon. h e current 
lack of horizon data however impedes primary research on the 
question whether the Pleiades may have risen visibly behind a 
raised landscape horizon (e.g. chain of hills), and also on the 
possible connection of door orientations in the northern and 
southern horizon ranges with other stars.

VIRTUAL RECONSTRUCTION 
AND ASTRONOMICAL SIMULATION

In this project we intend to build virtual reconstruction 
models of all monuments in combination with the DTMs. 
h ese models will be used with a simulation of the middle 
Neolithic sky to visualise and to verify the proposed hypoth-
eses in the virtual world. h e solid archaeo-astronomical 
analysis of the existing database is expected to be used for 
an enhanced functional interpretation of the KGAs. In addi-

Figure 3: A histogram view of data of 27 KGAs. In the central area, radial lines inward indicate the number of KGAs 
with an entrance or palisade gap pointing towards the respective direction, if viewed from the KGA center. Full 
lines indicate directions of radial ditches or entrances, dashed lines indicate less conclusive gaps in the palisades. h e 
ellipses indicate frequency peaks identifi ed so far.
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tion, an interpretation of the potential use of systematic sky 
observations aided by the found entrance orientation can 
help to understand aspects of practical astronomical activi-
ties and knowledge of the sites’ users.
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